Prediction of progression from refractory cytopenia with unilineage dysplasia by analysis of bone marrow blast cell composition.
A retrospective analysis of 71 patients newly diagnosed with refractory cytopenia with unilineage dysplasia (RCUD) revealed that 12 developed refractory anemia with an excess of blasts or acute myeloblastic leukemia. Before the diagnosis of RCUD was made, phenotypes of cells in the bone marrow (BM) blast region were analyzed using flow cytometry. Patients with RCUD were divided into two groups ; those with no progression (Group A) and those with disease progression later on (Group B). The cell composition in the BM blast region differed significantly between the groups : Group A showed higher percentages of B lymphoid cells but lower percentages of myeloid cells. A cut-off value of 20 for the CD33/CD10 ratio in the BM blast region clearly separated Group A from Group B. These results suggest that cell composition in the BM blast region evaluated by flow cytometry may indicate the progression of RCUD.